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Abstract—In the context of the handwriting recognition, we
propose an off line system for the recognition of the Arabic
handwritten words of the Algerian departments. The study is based
mainly on the evaluation of neural network performances, trained
with the gradient back propagation algorithm. The used parameters to
form the input vector of the neural network are extracted on the
binary images of the handwritten word by several methods. The
Distribution parameters, the centered moments of the different
projections of the different segments, the centered moments of the
word image coding according to the directions of Freeman, and the
Barr features applied binary image of the word and on its different
segments. The classification is achieved by a multi layers perceptron.
A detailed experiment is carried and satisfactory recognition results
are reported.

Keywords—Handwritten word recognition, neural networks,
image processing, pattern recognition, features extraction.
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I. INTRODUCTION

RITING, which has been the most natural mode of
collecting, storing, and transmitting information
through the centuries, now serves not only for communication
among humans but also serves for communication of humans
and machines. The handwritten writing recognition has been
the subject of intensive research for the last three decades.
However, the early researches were limited by the memory
and power of the computer available at that time. With the
explosion of information technology, there has been a
dramatic increase of research in this field. The interest devoted
to this field is explained by the potential mode of direct
communication with computers and the huge benefits that a
system, designed in the context of a commercial application,
could bring. According to the way handwriting data is
generated, two different approaches can be distinguished: online and off -line. In the former, the data are captured during
the writing process by a special pen on an electronic surface.
In the latter, the data are acquired by a scanner after the
writing process is over. Off-line and on-line recognition
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systems are also discriminated by the applications they are
devoted to. The off-line recognition is dedicated to bank check
processing, mail sorting, reading of commercial forms, etc.,
while the on-line recognition is mainly dedicated to pen
computing industry and security domains such as signature
verification and author authentication. Optical characters
recognition (OCR) is one of the successful applications of
handwriting recognition; this field has been a topic of
intensive research for many years. First, only the recognition
of isolated handwritten characters was investigated [1], [2],
but later whole words were addressed [3]. Most of the systems
reported in the literature consider constrained recognition
problems based on vocabularies from specific domains, e.g.
the recognition of handwritten check amounts [4], [5] or postal
addresses [6], [7]. Free handwriting recognition, without
domain specific constraints and large vocabularies, was
addressed only recently in a few papers. The recognition rate
of such systems is still low, and there is a need to improve it.
Character and handwriting recognition has a great potential in
data and word processing, for instance, automated postal
address and ZIP code reading, data acquisition in banks, textvoice conversions, etc. Because of intensive research and
development efforts, systems are available for English
language [8]-[10], Chinese language [11], Arabic language
[12]-[14] and handwritten numerals [15]. There is still a
significant performance gap between the human and the
machine in recognizing unconstrained handwriting. This is a
difficult research problem caused mainly by the huge variation
in writing styles, the overlapping and the intersection of
neighboring characters. Today, the OCR (Optical Characters
Recognition) systems are only able to recognition high quality
printed or neatly handwritten documents. The current research
is now basing on documents that are not well handled and
including severely degraded, Omni font machine printed text,
and unconstrained handwritten text. A wide variety of
techniques is used to perform handwriting recognition. A
general model for handwriting recognition is used to highlight
the many components of a handwriting recognition system.
The model begins with an unknown handwritten character that
is presented at the input of the recognition system as an image.
Firstly, to convert this image into information understandable
by computers, parameterization operation is needed which
extracts from the image all of the necessary meaningful
information in a compact form, compatible with the computer
language. This involves the preprocessing of the image to
reduce some undesirable variability that only contributes to
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coomplicate thee recognition process. Opperations like slant
coorrection, smooothing, norm
malization, etc. are carried out at
this stage. The second
s
step is to extract discrimination feeatures
froom the imagge either to bbuild up a feeature vector or to
geenerate graphs, string of codes or seqquence of sym
mbols.
Hoowever, the characteristics
c
s of the featuures depend oon the
prreceding step.. Features exttraction methhod is probabbly the
m
most importannt factor inn achieving high recoggnition
peerformance inn character recognition systems, exttracted
features must bbe invariant too the distortionns, translationns, and
features vectorr size is also im
mportant in orrder to
rootations. The fe
avvoid a phenoomenon calleed the dimennsionality prooblem.
Seeveral methodds for featurres extractionn are designeed for
different repressentations of the characteers, such as binary
chharacters, charracter contourr, skeletons (tthinned charaacters),
orr even gray leevels characteers [16]. The features extrraction
m
methods are vaalued in term
ms of invariannce propertiess, and
Today,
exxpected distorrtions and varriability of the character. T
the studies are based not only on hoow to choosse the
o the
apppropriate feaatures extracttion methods, but also on
seelection of m
meaningful annd pertinent features from
m the
features vectorr [17]-[19]. T
The final steep is the chaaracter
recognition; moost recognizerrs have adoptted classical ppattern
methods. Majorr approaches are
a statistical based,
claassification m
strructural analyysis, templatee matching, and
a
neural neetwork

approaches. Signnificant progrress has beenn made in tthese
classsification meethods but moore work is rrequired to m
match
hum
man performannce.
II. A RECOGNITION SYSTEM FO
OR THE ARABIIC HANDWRITT
TEN
WOR
RDS OF ALGER
RIAN DEPARTM
MENTS
Inn the setting of the handw
written writingg recognitionn, we
propposed an off
ff line system
m for the reecognition off the
handwritten Arabbic words of thhe Algerian deepartments (shhown
Fig. 1), this sysstem is divided in three phases:
in F
 Acquisition an
nd preprocessiing
 Features extraaction
 Recognition
A
A. Acquisition aand Preprocesssing
1. Acquisition
B
Before analyziing the differeent processingg steps, let's recall
r
thatt we are especcially interesteed at the off linne processing. For
our case, the acqquisition is doone with a nuumeric scanneer of
resoolution 300 dppi with 8 bits//pixels, the used samples arre all
posssible classes of
o the handwrritten words oof all the Algeerian
departments, withh variable sizzes and variabble thickness, and
mples for eveery class. Figg. 2 shows ssome
withh 10000 sam
sam
mples of the used database.

Fig. 1 Generaal schema of ourr Arabic handw
written words reccognition system
m
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Figg. 2 Some samplles of the used ddatabase

22. Preprocessinng
T
The preprocesssing operatioons are classiical operationns in
imaage processingg, their objecttive is to cleaan and preparee the
imaage for the other steps of the OC
CR system. The
prepprocessing atteempts to elim
minate some vaariability relateed to
the writing proceess and that arre not very siggnificant undeer the
poinnt of view of tthe recognitioon, such as thee variability duue to
the writing envvironment, w
writing style, acquisition and
wing
digiitizing of imaage. For our case, we ussed the follow
prepprocessing opeerations (Fig. 3):

The binarizaation: this opeeration consistts at returningg the
word image to a binary im
mage (black for
f the bottom
m and
white for the object)
wing that the w
words

Normalizatioon of the wordd image: know
images havee variable sizzes, this operration consistts at
normalizing the
t image sizee at 64*192 pixxels.
Dilation: It is
i the operatioon that consists in dilatingg the

tracing of thee word

Fig. 3 Examplle of the differennt preprocessingg operations useed for our systeem

B. Features E
Extraction
Features extrraction is an iimportant stepp in achievingg good
ms. However, the other stepps also
peerformance off OCR system
neeed to be optim
mized to obtaain the best poossible perform
mance,
annd these stepss are not indeependent. Thee choice of feeatures
exxtraction methhod limits or ddictates the nnature and outtput of
the preprocessiing step and the decisionn to use grayy-scale
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verssus binary imaage, filled reppresentation or contour, thinnned
skelletons versus full-stroke im
mages dependss on the naturre of
the features to bbe extracted. F
Features extraaction has beeen a
topiic of intensivee research andd we can find a large number of
feattures extractioon methods in the literature [16], [20], buut the
reall problem forr a given appplication, is not only to find
diffferent featurees extraction methods buut which feattures
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exxtraction methhod is the bbest?. This qquestion led us to
chharacterize thee available feaatures extraction methods, sso that
the most promissing methods could be sorteed out. In this paper,
wee are especiallly interested in the binary image of the word,
annd the methodds used to extrract the discrim
mination featuures of
arre the followinng:
1. The Param
meters of the D
Distribution
In this case, we start withh dividing thee word image in six
seegments of siize 64*32 pixxel and everry segment w
will be
divided at a ddetermined nuumber of zonnes, the distribution
seequence charaacterizes a nnumber of thhe object pixxels in
relation to the tootal pixels num
mber in a giveen zone.

Open Science Index, Computer and Information Engineering Vol:9, No:8, 2015 waset.org/Publication/10002726

Figg. 4 Example off the segmentation in six segmeents of some Arrabic
handwrittten words of soome Algerian deepartments

Fig. 5 Thhe different projjections of the ddifferent segmennts of the Arabiic handwritten w
word “”ﻋﻨﺎﺑﺔ

For our application, everyy segment is ddivided in 32 zones
annd every zone is of size 8*88 pixels (Fig. 44), and the vallues of
the distribution sequence are defined by:

International Scholarly and Scientific Research & Innovation 9(8) 2015
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wiith, xi : is thee ith value of tthe distributioon sequence, Ni :is a
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nuumber of the object
o
pixels inn the ith zone.., N: is a total pixels
nuumber in the itth zone.
2. The Centeered Momentss of the Diffeerent Projectioons of
the Different Seegments
The projectioon of an imaage in a givven direction is the
nuumber of objeccts pixels in thhe direction inn question, from that
pooint of view; w
we can define tthe following projections:

The horizonntal projectionn: For a given lline, the valuee of the
projection iis equal to thhe number of the object pixxels in
this line.
For a given column, the vaalue of

The verticaal projection: F
the projectiion is equal to the number off the object pixxels in
this columnn
The projecctions accordinng to the tw
wo diagonals: For a

given diagoonal, the valuee of the projecction is equal to the
number of the object pixxels accordingg to the directtion in
question.
d
projeections
Let us note thhat for our appplication, the different
arre also calculatted on segmennts gotten afteer the division of the
woord image in six
s segments, (every segment is of size 64*32).
Fiig. 5 shows thee different proojections of thee different seggments
off the Arabic haandwritten woord ""ﻋﻨﺎﺑﺔ.
The discriminnation parameeters are the centered momeents of
the different proojections of thhe segments gootten by:


M

u k   ( xi  x ) k . p ( xi )

(2)

i 1



M

x   xi p( xi )


Fig. 6 The eight F
Freeman directions

44. Barr Featurees
T
The Barr featuures have beeen used with ssuccess in sevveral
worrks [21], [22], they are caalculated on thhe binary imaages.
Fouur images paarameters are generated, aand every im
mage
paraameter correspponds to one of
o the followinng directions: east
(e), North (n), N
Northeast (ne),, Northwest (nnw). Every im
mage
paraameter has a whole value representing the
t Barr lengtth in
the direction in qquestion. The features are caalculated from
m the
imaages parameterrs using zoness that overlap to assure a ceertain
degree of smoothhing. Fifteen reectangular zonnes are arrangeed in
fivee lines with thrree zones for every line; evvery zone is off size
[(h//3)*(w/2)] where h and w are respectiveely the heightt and
the width of the image. The hhigh corners on the left off the
p
{(r0, c0): r0=0, h/66, 2h/6, 3h/6, 4h/6
zones are at the positions
andd c0=0, w/4, 2w/4}. The values in evvery zone off the
ms are normalized,
paraameters imagees are added and the sum
andd the dimensioon of the featuures vector iss 15* 4=60. If we
meters associated at
supppose f 1 , f 2 , f 3 , f 4 are the iimages param
a shhape in entry aand Zi (i=1,2…
… .15) is an reectangular zonne of
sizee [(h/3)*(w/2)]] with the top corner on thee left is (r0,c0)), the
valuue Pik of the parameter asssociated to thhe Zi zone forr the
imaage parameter f k (k=1,2,3,44) is given like follows:


(3)

1
 Pik 
N

i 1



wiith: x is the m
mean value of tthe distributioon sequence. p ( xi )
is the probabilitty of l 'elemennt xi in the disstribution sequuence
M is the size off the projectionn sequence. k iis the order off the
m
moment.
For our appllication, we cchoose the firrst six momennts for
evvery projectionn.
3. The Centeered Momentss of Image Cooding Accordding to
the Directions oof Freeman
This methodd consist to ddivide the woord image intoo four
zoones of equal ssize (size of eeach zone is 322 * 96 pixel) and to
enncode each zonne according tto the eight directions of Freeman
(F
Fig. 6). In othher words, for a given zonee, each param
meter is
the accumulateed object pixxel in one off the directioons of
Frreeman. So eaach zone will be encoded by
b eight param
meters,
annd the word im
mage will be encoded by a sequence of thirtytw
wo parameterss. The centereed moments of the sequennce of
Frreeman are obttained by (2), and (3).
For our application, we choose the first sixx moments.

r0 

w
2

c 0

h
3

 f

r  r0

c c 0

k

(r , c) 

Inn this work, this methodd is applied in two diffe
ferent
mannners:
a) Barr Featurres Applied oon the Segmennted Image off the
Worrd
Inn this case, w
we start by ddividing the w
word image inn six
segm
ments of size 64*32 pixel (Fig. 7), and for each segm
ment,
we apply the cited previoously methodd, therefore, the
application of thhe Barr Featuures method on
o the segmeented
imaage will allow us to obtain 60 * 6 = 360 paarameters.
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andd with which, we will nouriish the recognnition module.. For
our case, the vecctor used is foormed by: onne hundred ninnetytwoo (192) param
meters of distrribution method, hundred forty
fourr (144) param
meters of the centered mom
ments of diffe
ferent
projjections (the fi
first six valuess of the centereed moments oof the
fourr projections oof the six segm
ments), the sixx (6) parameteers of
the centered mooments of im
mage coding according too the
Freeeman directions, the three hhundred sixtyy (360) param
meters
of tthe Barr featuures method applied
a
on thee segmented word
w
imaage and the sixty
s
(60) paarameters of the Barr feattures
metthod applied oon the whole im
mage word.
22. The Input Data
T
The database consists of 480000 binarry images. T
These
imaages represent all classes posssible of the A
Arabic handwrritten
worrd of the Alggerian departm
ments with variable
v
sizes and
variiable thicknesss, and with 110000 samplees for every cclass.
Thiss database is divided to ttwo sets, 70℅
℅ for trainingg the
neural network annd 30 ℅ for teesting it.

F
Fig. 7 The differrent images parrameters of the different
d
segmeents of
t Arabic handdwritten word “”ﻋﻨﺎﺑﺔﺔ
the

b) Barr Featuures Applied oon the Whole Image
I
of the Word
W
In this case, the Barr Feaatures methodd is applied ooverall
im
mage of the word (Fig. 8), and
a this allow
ws us to obtainn sixty
paarameters.

Fig. 8 The Arrabic handwritten word "ﺳﻜﯿﻜﺪة
"ﺳand its four im
mages
parrameters

C. Word Recoognition
The handwrittten word recoognition is a pproblem for w
which a
recognition moodel must nnecessarily taake in accouunt an
mportant num
mber of variaability, dice at the timee, the
im
recognition techhniques based on the neurall networks cann bring
ceertain suppleneess for the connstruction of suuch models. F
For our
syystem, we oppted for an M
MLP (Multi-Layers Perceeptron)
whhich is the m
most widely sstudied and used neural neetwork
claassier. Moreovver, MLPs aree efficient toools for learningg large
daatabases. The uused MLP in our work is trrained with thee back
prropagation witth momentum
m training algoorithm. The trransfer
fuunction employyed is the fam
miliar sigmoid function.
f
1. Used Featuures Vector
It is the featuures vector useed to characterrize the word image,
i
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work Parameteers
3. Neural Netw
T
The input layeer nodes num
mber is equal to the size off the
usedd features veector (N_IL=
=762) the ouutput layer nnodes
num
mber is equaal to the cclasses numbber to recoggnize
(N__OL=48), for the hidden laayers, we usedd a double hiddden
layeer with 360 noodes for the first hidden layyer and 157 foor the
secoond. The num
mber of the hiddden nodes iss fixed by grooping
(N__HL1=360, N__HL2=157). The initial coonnection weiights
are in the range [--1, 1].
44. The Trainingg Process
F
For training tthe neural neetwork, back propagation with
This method was
mom
mentum trainning method is
i followed. T
seleected because of its simpllicity and beccause it has been
prevviously used oon a number oof pattern recoognition probllems.
Thee method workks on the prinnciple of graddient descent. The
algoorithm uses tw
wo parameterss, which are experimentally
e
y set,
the learning rate and momentuum. These parrameters allow
w the
algoorithm to convverge more eaasily if they aare properly seet by
the experimenterr. For our ccase, we havve opted forr the
folloowing values:  =0.35 andd  =0.9. Thhe training proocess
for the network iss stopped onlyy when the sum
m of squared error
fallss below 0.001.
ULTS
III. THE EXPERIIMENTAL RESU

T
The neural neetwork perforrmances are measured onn the
entiire database (training or learning set and testing set).
Durring this phasee, we present the word imaage to recognizze to
the system entry,, and we colleect at the exitt its affectatioon to
one of the possiblle classes.
T
The results cann be:

Recognized word:
w
the systtem arrives to associate onee and
only one prottotype to the ddigit to recogniize.
Ambiguous w
word: the systtem proposes several protottypes

to the digit too recognize.

Rejected worrd: the system
m does not takke any decisioon of
classificationn.
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Non-recognized word: the system arrives to take a
decision for the presented digit, but it is not the good
decision.
The results and the different rates are regrouped in Table I:
TABLE I
RESULTS AND DIFFERENT RATES
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Symbol

Quantity

R_R(%)
A_R(%)
J_R(%)
NR_R(%)

97.325
0.375
1.215
1.085

R-R: Recognizer rate
A-R: ambiguity rate
J-R: Reject rate
NR-R: No Recognizer rate

[7]
[8]
[9]

[10]
[11]

[12]
[13]

IV. CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES
The recognition of the Arabic handwritten words is a
problem for which a model of recognition must necessarily
take in account an important number of variables and
constraints due at the variation of the word shape of the same
class (variation of the writing styles, use of different writing
instruments, variation of writing of a writer to another.. etc).
In our work, we presented an off line system for the
recognition of the Arabic handwritten words of the names of
Algerian department. This work is based principally on the
evaluation of neural network performances, trained with the
gradient back propagation algorithm. The used parameters to
form the input vector of the neural network are extracted on
the binary images of the handwritten word by several
methods: the Distribution parameters, the centered moments
of the different projections of the different segments, the
centered moments of the word image coding according to the
directions of Freeman, and the Barr features applied on the
whole binary image of the word and on its different segments.
The classification is achieved by a multi layers perceptron.

[14]

[15]

[16]
[17]

[18]

[19]

[20]
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